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January 2021 Summary 

The year began with a prolonged risk-on 
excitement, the party fizzling only in the 
final trading sessions. The NASDAQ was 
up 6% before losing air and closing lower 
at +1.5% MoM. Growth reversed its 
recent underperformance vs Value. As 
can be seen in the revamped 
performance table at the end of the 
report, the Disruptors group is showing 
quite a few positive outliers, including 
Marijuana (+30%), while EV, Lithium, 
Robotics and several others gained c.7%. 
Without much surprise in such an 
environment, the Retail Favorites theme 
delivered a juicy 12% gain, far above the 
Hedge Funds Top Picks basket (0%). 

But the one true factor that stood out in 
JAN was Most Shorted stocks, up 42%. 
Talk about a short squeeze… You must 
have heard of GameStop; it was up 23x 
YTD at one point in time! 

In terms of sectors, Energy (+4%) was the 
best performing one among the S&P 500; 
that’s a change! Staples (-5%) was the 
weakest of all. US Small Caps have 
continued being a fertile ground for 
active managers. The R2K was even up 
10% YTD during the month. Looking 
abroad, Mainland China (CSI 300) pulled 
EM in the black; the Chinese index stands 
out over the last 12 months, up 36%. 

Talking about Energy, the barrel of Oil 
was up 8% in the US and Europe, but 18% 
here in Canada. Iron Ore (+11%) was the 
best-performing metal, now up 43% over 
three months. Corn added onto its recent 
strength, adding 13%. The Greenback 
took a pause. Cryptos roared and set new 
all-time highs; Ethereum added 75%! 

The curve steepened and spreads 
compressed further for High Yield. 

NEW THIS MONTH 
In the spirit of constant 
improvement, this monthly 
newsletter expands into even more 
benchmark measurements, of 
which: 

 30 new investment themes 
Old Economy 
vs Disruptors 

 8 new factors 

 11 measures of risk aversion 

 11 bond market metrics 

 Money Flows by asset class 
and Top Equity Flows 

On the corporate front, a significant 
milestone was reached last month by 
B-CAP: 

the Company is now registered as a 
Portfolio Manager (including in 
derivative products) with the Autorité 
des Marchés Financiers (AMF). 

B-CAP invests in publicly listed 
instruments across global asset 
classes. The analysis framework you 
discover in these pages is 
incorporated within the investment 
process of proprietary absolute 
return investment strategies. Please 
contact us to enquire about B-CAP’s 
service offering. 

  
  

  

Source: Bloomberg, B-CAP calculations, and annotations. 
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EQUITIES 
A new year has begun with China and Commodities leading. For a dire change of scenery, the Energy sector came out on top last 
month. If US main benchmarks closed slightly in the red, look out into the new Disruptors section (pink section); some big gains 
down here. But perhaps the most surprising curve ball comes from the Most Shorted stocks basket, up 42% last month alone; talk 
about a squeeze! The month has also been characterized by increased volatility (VIX +45%) and increased demand for protection. 

Performance measures are expressed in local currencies and include distributions. 

Major Indices and Regional Summary 
- It was all risk-on until JAN 25th… 

The S&P 500 was up nearly 3%, then shed 4% to end the month down a mere 1%. 
The NASDAQ was up twice as much, yet closed the month on a downbeat, printing +1.5% over the period. 

- Small Caps was a land of alpha generation once again in JAN: +5% absolute return, 600bps ahead of larger-Caps S&P 500 
index. The R2K was up 10% at some point during the month! 

- Asia excluding Japan was a clear regional outperformer (+4%). Notably, Mainland China was lifting the group once more; 
the CSI 300 index is up 36% over the last 12 months, putting it among the strongest benchmarks. 

- LatAm’s roll was a bit too hot of late… Following gains of 22% and 12% in NOV and DEC respectively, the region cooled 
off by 6.5% last month. Still +27% over three months, but down 15% over a year. 

Market Internals and Sectors 
- Energy coming on top; that’s a change! The sector gained 4% last month, cumulating into a meaningful +40% over three 

months, yet stood 23% below vs a year ago level. Healthcare (+1.5%) was the only other sector gaining more than 1%. 
Staples (-5%) and Industrials (-4%) fared the worst. 

- High Dividend was a winning factor in JAN, adding 2%. Low Vol went the opposite way, shedding 2%. 
But that’s trivial compared to the most significant factor to watch last month: Most Shorted stocks jumped 42%. (ref 
GME, BB, NOK and many other short squeeze examples) Actually, that factor is up a very strong 127% since a year ago. 
Separately, Retail Favorites as a theme worked out a solid +12% performance in JAN. This theme is up 100% since last 
year, beating hands-down Hedge Fund Top Picks (+40% -12M). 

- Disruptive industries clearly had the upper hand last month. This is probably better demonstrated by Solactive’s 
Thematic Growth index gaining 11% and ARK’s Innovation ETF’s gain of 10.5%. Lifting the hood, we see that the 
Marijuana industry gained 30% (+75% -3M!). A few other High Growth industries got the love from investors, adding 
about 7% last month: EV, Lithium, Robotics, Space, Sports Betting, Biotech and Genomics. 

- Growth beat Value by 110bps last month, reversing a downtrend that began in NOV.  
Looking at the new Money Flow section in this report, you will see that there has been a great rotation in between 
Growth and Value last month, favoring the latter.  

- Supported by stronger Oil and NatGas price levels, Energy Infrastructure/MLPs were up for a fourth consecutive month: 
+5.5% including distribution, which currently stands at 10%. 

- Capital raising has seldom been so rewarding… SPACs (+6%) and IPOs (+3.5%) were on a roll, now up nearly 50% and 30% 
respectively over a three-month period. 
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- JAN also witnessed a bout of volatility. The VIX index jumped 45% MoM, closing at 33; touched 37.5 intra-month. 
Unsurprisingly, Demand for Protection (Puts) doubled in the month, which has taken the Put-to-Call ratio a bit higher (it 
remained low, however, from a historical perspective). This translated into a lower Skew (less willingness to pay up for 
out-of-the-money Calls, presumably). 

COMMODITIES 
- Oil was up 8% in the US and Europe, but the bounce was stronger at 18% for the Western Canadian grade. 

- Iron Ore and Nickel were standout performers, adding 11% and 6.5% last month. 

- Grains were pushing higher once more. Notably, Corn was up 13%, now +40% -3M! Corn prices are the highest they have 
been in seven years. 

FX AND INTEREST RATES 
- Small reprieve for the Greenback, which ended JAN on the sideline. DXY closed the month 12% below its 52-week high 

and set a new 52-weel low during that month. 

- Key LatAm FX were sliding, as per the BRL and MXN losing 5% and 3.5%, respectively. 

- Cryptos’s tailwind was blowing hard again in JAN, both Ethereum (+75%!) and Bitcoin (+12.5%) marking new all-time 
highs. 

- The curve steepened in the US, CA and Germany. It is more apparent in Canada, as per the 30Y up 26bps, the 10Y up 
21bps and the 2Y down 5bps. 

- Government/Sovereign Bond indices were down (pricewise) in the three regions under analysis. 
Interestingly, Corps performed better, driven by High Yield. Spread compression is at play here and it appears that capital 
is chasing yield down the credit lane. Looking at BarCap HY spread on my screens, one can witness a very sizable and 
rapid downward adjustment since Spring 2020: from 1,000bps to 300-325bps within 10 months. That sort of low yield 
spread falls in the bottom quintile of the last 30 years of observations; not an extreme observation, though (falls right 
between 2nd and 3rd deciles). 

 

Feels like you need to shake the tree a bit more? 
Let us know! 
marketinfo@b-cap.ca  
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Fund Flow Analysis 

 

 

Top Equity Flows 

Flow (BLN) AUM (BLN) % of AUM Funds #

6.4 5,491.8 0.1% 355

2.3 890.2 0.3% 77

7.4 293.2 2.5% 16

2.3 54.6 4.2% 5

1.7 38.4 4.4% 2

0.9 31.4 3.0% 4

0.7 4.8 14.6% 1

0.0 6.7 -0.3% 1

-0.1 34.3 -0.4% 4

-3.9 182.2 -2.1% 23

-6.6 244.6 -2.7% 21

2.3 34.9 6.5% 3

2.3 34.9 6.5% 3

1.1 4,377.4 0.0% 263

6.6 249.2 2.7% 20

4.5 3,524.4 0.1% 212

-10.0 603.8 -1.7% 31

0.7 189.4 0.4% 12

1.3 184.4 0.7% 10

0.0 1.3 -0.3% 1

-0.6 3.6 -17.9% 1        Energy

Breakdown

Expand / Collapse to Strategy

        Blend

        Growth

    Commodity

        Precious Metals

        Broad Based

        Corporate

    Money Market

        General MMKT

    Equity

        Value

        Municipals

        Bank Loans

        Convertible

        Preferred

        Government

Universe

    Fixed Income

        Aggregate

        Inflation Protected

        Mortgage-Backed
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The views expressed therein are based solely on information available publicly/internal data/other reliable sources believed to be true.  
The information provided do not constitute an offer, solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instruments, inducement, promise, 
guarantee, warranty, or as an official confirmation of any transactions or contract of any kind. 
The reports include projections, forecasts and other predictive statements which represent Bouthillier Capital’s assumptions and expectations in 
the light of currently available information. 
Information contained therein cannot be the basis for any claim, demand or cause of action. These data, reports and information do not 
constitute scientific publication and do not carry any evidentiary value whatsoever. 
Data may be subject to update and correction without notice. 
Each recipient of the reports should make investigation as deemed necessary to arrive at an independent evaluation of an investment in the 
securities of companies/commodities referred to in such reports (including the merits and risks involved). 

All prices and market information as of 2 February 2021. 

independent, unbiased, and educated investment approach 

Bouthillier Capital (B-CAP) is registered with the Autorité des marchés financiers (AMF) as a Portfolio 
manager and Portfolio manager in derivative products. The company offers conventional and other 

more complex investment solutions, always tailored to its clients’ needs. 

B-CAP also offers a bespoke B2B consultancy service in the fields of portfolio management and 
quantitative financial analysis. 
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